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W., Bill. "ON TRADITION THREE"; Grapevine February 1948

It was not a quick decision. How do we do this? Are we able to do this? What if we don’t do this? Who

else is doing this? So many questions. Over the last year, our group attracted members from our area,

across the country, and the Caribbean. It was the 12th Step in action: recovery, unity, and service. 

 Once we were invited to return to our meeting space, we knew we needed to decide. Will we become

a hybrid meeting? We reflected on what we did in March of 2020. We had an emergency business

meeting where we explored the meaning of fifth tradition. Are we moving to in-person meetings in

haste? Are we mentally, emotionally, physically, and spiritually prepared to meet in-person? Do we

keep our virtual meeting? Who knows how to handle the technical aspect of a hybrid meeting? Wait,

what is a hybrid meeting? As our current chair loves to say: we beat this topic with a bat. We came to

a truly well-informed group conscience considering our common welfare. Our group conscience

determined that the transition to a hybrid meeting would be best for the group.

The next step was creating a “hybrid” subcommittee focusing on all technical aspects of a hybrid

meeting. We discussed all possibilities and capabilities such as access to Wi-Fi or a hotspot,

obtaining/purchasing a laptop and tv in addition to the peripherals for connectivity. We considered

the location of the laptop (with camera) and tv for an optimal meeting experience for all those in

attendance in the rooms. We realized that the chair also needed a device as they could manage the

virtual room and the main room. Once everything was set up, we had to test it. So, we scheduled a

tech rehearsal with the group which allowed for immediate feedback. A major decision we had to

make was the purchase of a microphone that would best serve the whole meeting. Motion made and

passed.

Then the Ninth Step Promises came true. NOT! The first night was a success but we began to run into a

few technical issues. Some apparent and others not so much so. As a matter of fact, we learned

technology is technology: ever changing and evolving; that it takes time to troubleshoot issues; and

there always needs to be a backup to the backup plan. 

 

The last year has taught us many lessons:

1. We are willing to go to any length to get sober. Groups quickly transitioned to virtual meetings and

for some, even meeting outdoors. 

2. We believed that if we did not shift our thinking, we would step back into that world of isolation

bringing us one step closer to a drink. 

3. We knew that the current situation wasn’t forever but that we had to do this a day at a time. 

4. We shared our fears. All of them. Knowing that once released, we could move forward. 

5. We admitted that we couldn’t do this alone. 

6. We were willing to say we aren’t perfect and may not know how to do new things. 

7. We asked our Higher Power to remove the blockage so we can carry the message. 

8. We looked into ourselves to see where we can best show up for our group. 

9. We fought. We gave up. We hit the reset button.

10. When it didn’t go the way we envisioned, we stepped back from troubleshooting so the solution

can present itself. 

11. Simply, we had to trust the process. Our Higher Power would carry us as it always does.

12. This wasn’t about us but about the newcomer near and far, the alcoholic that isn’t able to attend

in-person meetings or access the internet (accessibility), and for those who need that option.  

We have a disease that wants us dead. We know it is not getting better out on those streets. We have

experienced, as a group, newcomers finding us on the virtual platform, relapse, and even death.  We

are taught to give back what was so freely given to us. So, if Bill W. could find a coin to make a call to

find another drunk in a new city; soldiers can find a way to stay connected; meetings make it into

prisons and institutions; groups figuring out how to do online meetings during a year of trauma; then

we can also try to make hybrid meetings work. After all, Bill said, “Let us of AA, therefore, resolve that

we shall always be inclusive and never exclusive, offering all we have to all, save our title. May all

barriers be thus leveled, may our unity thus be preserved. And may God grant us a long life — and a

useful one!”*

"HYBRID"
By: Malini M.
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For many years the phrase, “serving below the group level” was

a mystery to me. I remember when I came to AA my sponsor had

a commitment at our District in Astoria. Also, my home group

would intermittingly have a GSR, who would report back at the

business meeting. The reports were always interesting to me;

however, I thought the commitments would be too time-

consuming or I needed to have a certain type of experience and

/or knowledge. So, I continued to stay sober serving in my

group and carrying the AA message to other sick and suffering

alcoholics ...our primary purpose.

However, my higher power had other plans for me. And my

service below the group level has been another spiritual

awakening. My vision is many times smaller than what my

higher power has planned for me. Serving at the district and

county levels has added a richness to my sober journey.

Learning about AA and how it functions is fascinating. Serving

with other alcoholics from our county and area is so rewarding.

It has provided many joy-filled hours, learning, growing, and

being useful. And I found out I was mistaken. You don’t need to

take a commitment that requires more time than you can

devote. Many positions have alternates who help carry out

responsibilities. Also, you don’t have to take a chair

commitment, each committee chair needs support. The other

thing I got wrong was that I needed to have a certain skill set.

Alcoholics Anonymous is a wonderful organization – you don’t

need to know anything about the commitment you are

interested in – we will help you. And by the time you rotate out,

you can pass on your experience to the new person.

Queens County has an initiative, to guide and assist General

Service Representatives (GSRs) who serve in inactive districts, 

 organize and activate their districts. The inactive districts are

303, 306, 307, and 308 (see Queens County General Service

Assembly – QCGSA - website for district map Queens County

District Map (www.qcgsa.org)). Are you an AA member in one of

the inactive districts? Are you a Queens County AA member

willing to provide service in assisting a district to become

active? All levels of experience are welcome!

My journey in service below the group level began at the

district level. It was very gratifying serving in my AA community.

I still attend my District 301 monthly Concept / Business meeting

– great stuff! I want to mention that District 301 was inactive for

10 years and to also express my gratitude to the folks who

dedicated their time to restart our district. They are available

to answer our questions – just saying.

Please contact me at registrar@queens.aaseny.org if you are

interested in being a part of activating a district meeting in

your area. You will not only be helping your AA community, you

will be helping yourself – that's how AA works … but you already

know that – please join us, share your talents, and have some

fun. 

In Love and Gratitude,

Maura Z.

Queens County Registrar

"The Joy is in the Journey:
Serving Below the Group Level"


